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A year after the COVID-19
pandemic started, court decisions are virtually universally
finding for landlords in COVID
related rent disputes assuming a
typical commercial lease with no
unusual provisions. This should
not come as much of a surprise
since the law of impossibility of
performance and frustration of
the purpose has been consistent
since the common law was developed in England in the 1600’s.
The law requires commercial
tenants to pay rent unless there
was a specific lease provision to
the contrary. The past year has
also shown that many commercial landlords will work with
individual tenants to preserve
the tenant’s business, keep space
occupied and help tenants who
have been reliable and non-liti-

gious over an extended period.
The typical relief landlords grant
is a forbearance or restructure
of rent payments, moving some
rent to future years, and in some
cases rent forgiveness. Mortgagees have also cooperated to an
extent, sometimes based on relationships, sometimes encouraged by government orders and
other times after facing market
realities. Another reality is the
current lack of applicable insurance products that one of the
parties could obtain.
But what if a tenant is signing a lease now–what should the
lease say? Can we look back on
the past years’ worth of workouts and come up with a clause
that works for both sides? Landlords will surely say no–they will
point to the many concessions
given for restaurant tenants as
examples of the markets working to preserve tenant relationships. Commercial tenants will
no doubt point to cases where
landlords enforced the letter of
the lease and required tenants
to pay all rent or face lease termination and the destruction of
the tenant’s business. This column provides some ideas that
this author has seen negotiated
so that a commercial tenant with

negotiating power may ask for
lease clauses to prevent future
disasters. Some of these ideas
are borrowed from existing
commercial lease concepts applied to pandemics. These ideas
are addressed to emergency laws
that expressly prohibit the use of
the space for the intended purpose. By restricting the clause
to full closures the ideas give
landlords a definitive standard to
measure before giving relief to
a tenant while at the same time
protecting the tenant from a full
disaster.
Share the pain: first, a commercial tenant should consider
asking for a clause that reduces or delays the rent by some
percentage if a space is wholly
unusable by law. Whether that
reduction is 25%, 50% or 100%
is subject to negotiations among
the tenant, the landlord and its
mortgagee.
Second, have a waiting period before the rent reduction
would apply. 5-, 15- or 30-day
waiting periods are common in
other types of lease clauses. The
clause should require that the
tenant does not in fact use the
space for any purpose during
the period of any forbearance
or forgiveness. Again, a bright
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line here helps the landlord feel
that the clause won’t be invoked
unfairly while giving the tenant
real protection.
Next, consider a landlord’s
right to terminate the lease following a period of time after the
forbearance/forgiveness period
starts–perhaps 90 or 120 days.
This right will require that the
tenant decide within the time
period whether or not to pay up
in full. This protects the landlord
from the loss of revenue that another tenant for a then lawful use
would pay, and from a tenant under a below market lease dragging well into the lease term
holding up the landlord from
starting the process to find a new
tenant.
While the market and good
business practices have helped
resolve many COVID-19 related lease disputes, a well-crafted
clause in new leases can help
tenants weather the next health
emergency and assist landlords
in attracting top quality tenants
willing to invest in their businesses.
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